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Christ Raising the Daughter of Jairus by Greg Olsen; oil on canvas,
34" x  27". © 1990, by Intellectual Reserve. Courtesy of the Museum
of Church History and Art.



also out of specific and changing cultural traditions. We all recognize that
different cultures celebrate different values and attributes. A quick review
of western art reveals a Jesus who at one time is elongated, emaciated, and
fair, but who at another times sports a chiseled, full face with long, stringy
hair parted in the middle. He plays a number of roles: humble servant,
sacrificial victim, dignified martyr, triumphant savior, virile warrior, pas-
sive shepherd, or calm teacher. He is at times patient, calm, or protective,
but other times he demonstrates sensitivity, humility, or anger.24

Carmack traces a specific trajectory in Mormon history from Orson Whit-
ney’s “noble stature and majestic mien”25 to late nineteenth-century’s
“muscular Christianity,” from Hugh B. Brown’s “consecrated manliness”
to recent celebrations of a “strong, but passive, shepherd type.”26

This trend toward portraying the strong shepherd type is perhaps
most evident in the popular prints by Greg Olsen. His paintings O Jerusa-

lem, Simeon Reverencing the Christ Child, and A Light to the Gentiles grace
many a Mormon chapel, and his prints often appear in the Ensign and at
Deseret Book. Olsen provides an interesting illustration, for his paintings
combine iconic and symbolic elements. For example, his painting of the
raising of Jairus’s daughter, part of the Gospel Art package, demonstrates
a mix of literalism and idealism. The painting depicts an episode from the
New Testament and places Jesus, to a degree, in a specific time and place. I
say, “to a degree,” because of the anachronistic details. Certainly Olsen
suggests an ancient Middle East setting, evident in the traditional Hebrew
dress and plaster walls, but we also note that the daughter lies upon a
raised bed, complete with headboard, fitted sheets, and pillow. Next to the
bed lies a small area rug and a nightstand supporting a matching cup and
saucer. The table has a routered top and beveled edges. These anachronis-
tic details allow contemporary Western viewers to identify with the scene
more easily, for the scene parallels many contemporary bedrooms. How-
ever, the painting’s more important function is to reinforce key concepts
and ideals: the cup and saucer are perhaps a mortar and pestle, suggesting
the primacy of Jesus’s power over mere mortal remedies, and Jesus
exemplifies compassion, dignity, and serenity as he serves others—porta-
ble concepts that followers strive to attain.

A popular image found on the back cover of the 2001 August issue
of the Ensign provides another example. Time to Laugh by Liz Lemon Swin-
dle portrays Emma Smith surrounded by her four children. In the fore-
ground a daughter kneels at Emma’s feet, doting on a baby who sits in
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